Network Training Partnership FREE National Mental Health training and Roadshow - "It's
not just vehicles that breakdown."
After the huge success of NTP's Mental Health campaign for the automotive, logistics and
recovery industries in 2018 and as part of the company’s ongoing corporate and social
responsibility programme a similar programme was conducted throughout the UK in
December. NTP were keen to expand upon last year’s successes in a subject that is still taboo
amongst some people within the industry.
In order to promote and finance the national campaign NTP ask for stakeholders in the event
and they were blown away by the support. Many thanks must be given to AA DriveTECH,
Boniface, Call Assist, Apex, MW Truck Assist, 911, D&G Assist, Allianz Partners, CMG, LV
Britannia, PATAM, Rydam Universal, RRRA, AVRO, RED, SGS, The IVR Group, Women in
Recovery, Slow Down Move Over, The Caldicote Group and Recovery Mechanics from DSEME.

The stakeholders from across industry that supported the MH training and Roadshow
The training was part of NTP's popular AWARE Series of courses - https://www.awareseries.co.uk/ - and in total 65-delegates across the automotive, logistics and recovery industry
attended the training and roadshow over the 3-days.

Warren McKinlay from Warren Racing explaining about MH issues within Motorsport
There were also a number of outstanding presentations from Gary Hayes at PTSD 999 https://lnkd.in/d2Xa97j - Warren McKinlay from Warren Racing - https://lnkd.in/ejsa_2f - and
NTP’s very own Paul Jarratt who delivered the training, including the two free DCPC courses
in Leeds and Margaretting.

Paul Jarratt delivering the MH and Wellbeing DCPC Module the NTP Training Academy in
Essex
In addition to the training and roadshow money was also raised for industry charities
including The AVRO Benevolent Fund - https://www.avrouk.com/ - RISC https://www.riscuk.net/ and PTSD 999 - https://www.ptsd999.org.uk/

Serving and Ex-Recovery Mechanics from DSEME
There was brilliant feedback throughout, and some very thought-provoking subjects were
covered, hopefully, we have gone a small way to improve the stigma of MH issues across the
industry. NTP are hoping to put on other roadshows and training throughout the year across
the UK and are keen to talk to companies and associations that are interested in supporting
future events.
For more information about
gary.tucker@ntplimied.co.uk
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Please remember "It's not just vehicles that breakdown."
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